
A level Politics Study Time Activities 

 

Use or request materials from the Edmodo pages regarding Politics. Edmodo is a one stop shop with 

a range of information present but the ability for you to request any further support you might need 

from your teachers and colleagues. You need to login to the website at Edmodo before entering the 

correct code.  The class code for the politics group in year 12 is k5hs7w. 

Y13: The class code for the politics code in year 13 is nyj4x8. 

Visit Mr Petty’s Politics library for additional texts and reading, you will find a range of wonderful 

tests which can support amongst these are a wonderful range of biographies, opinion and political 

theory on both the UK and US units. 

Visit the library itself for back copies of the Politics Review a wonderful magazine which has a range 

of articles deliberately created to support the central topics within your exams.  

The library can also allow you access to the FT (Financial Times) you can set this up to deliver push 

notifications to keep yourself aware of major political developments. 

The library also has a subscription to the Economist a massively respected wide ranging magazine 

which includes sections on UK and US Politics. The sections are named Badger and Lexington. 

Complete the quizzes from Senecca learning 

The page includes material across a range of the UK units as well as relevant material to support you 

regarding ideologies: https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/course/187b17d0-dbde-4633-8fc0-

0a556c3291b1/section/ae6a6f86-1d6f-4d3b-b8ab-660f178741d3 

Relevant television material: As well as the DVD Mr Petty provided you with there are a 

range of useful series and clips on line. Crash Course Politics gives a simple overview of 

many key US principles 

Particularly useful politics websites are: https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/collections/uk-politics-

study-notes-for-a-level-politics 

https://revisionworld.com/a2-level-level-revision/government-politics-level-revision (slghtly old) 

Politics Essay Materials can be found in: 
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/politics-

2017.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:Pearson-UK:Category%2FExam-materials 
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